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The higher-order Kerr effect (HOKE) has been recently advocated to explain measurements of the
saturation of the nonlinear refractive index in gases. Here we show that cascaded third-harmonic generation
results in an effective fifth order nonlinearity that is negative and significant. Higher-order harmonic cascading
will also occur from the HOKE, and the cascading contributions may significantly modify the observed
nonlinear index change. At lower wavelengths cascading increases the HOKE saturation intensity, while for
longer wavelengths cascading will decrease the HOKE saturation intensity. c© 2012 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: (190.3270);(190.2620);(320.7110);(190.5530);(190.4400);

In homogeneous, isotropic media the nonlinear vari-
ation of the refractive index can be expressed in terms
of a power series of the light intensity I: ∆n = n2I +
n4I

2+ ...+n2mI
m. However, higher-order nonlinearities

have usually been regarded as negligible, as compared
to the leading third-order nonlinearity n2 (Kerr effect).
A recent experiment aimed at characterizing the higher-
order Kerr effect (HOKE) [1] has sparked a vivid debate
on the actual role of these higher-order terms in non-
linear beam-propagation dynamics. Indeed, it was pre-
dicted that the effective saturation of the HOKE nonlin-
earity could lead to filamentation of femtosecond pulses
in gases without plasma generation [2]. The mechanism
advocated in this case to arrest collapse of the wave
packet was the saturation of the nonlinearity rather than
the formation of plasma, as commonly accepted [3]. Ex-
periments have either confirmed [4,5] or ruled out [6–8] a
preponderant role of HOKE in filamentation dynamics.
In the strong cascading limit cascaded harmonic gen-

eration is known to give effective higher-order nonlin-
earities that compete with the inherent material ones.
In particular, 2nd order χ(2) : χ(2) cascading generates
an effective χ(3) [9, 10], which can be used to generate a
strong, tunable and ultrafast negative Kerr-like nonlin-
earity despite the material Kerr nonlinearity being pos-
itive [11], or 3rd order χ(3) : χ(3) cascading generating
an effective χ(5) [12]. Here we study cascading contribu-
tions to the nonlinear HOKE coefficients in gases. This
is unlike previous investigations that focussed on har-
monic yield from cascading [5–7]. Cascading relies on the
mth harmonic being phase mismatched ∆k1m 6= 0, so af-
ter two coherence lengths 2π/|∆k1m| back-conversion to
the pump is complete. As ∆k1m 6= 0 the back-converted
pump photons are phase-shifted compared to the uncon-
verted pump photons, and as this process is repeated the
pump feels a nonlinear phase shift characterized by an
effective higher-order nonlinear index∝ −[χ(m)]2/∆k1m.
We show that in gases cascading can affect the nonlin-
ear index change and in particular the saturation inten-
sity. Specifically, to lowest order cascading comes from

a phase-mismatched third-harmonic generation (THG)
process, which we show generates an n4 term that turns
out to be negative and of significant strength. Similarly,
cascading of HOKE terms gives contributions to sub-
sequent orders of nonlinearity (n6, n8, . . . ) with values
comparable with recent experimental [1] and theoretical
HOKE coefficients [13]. This implies that in the strong
cascading limit, which we discuss later, cascading may
contribute significantly to the nonlinear dynamics.
We now discuss cascaded THG, and will generalize to

higher harmonics later. In the slowly-varying envelope
approximation the mks electric-field coupled-wave prop-
agation equations for THG ω1 + ω1 + ω1 → ω3 in the
plane-wave limit in an isotropic lossless medium are

(

i∂z −
1
2k2(ω1)∂ττ

)

E1

+Γ(3)
ω1

[

E1|E1|
2 + 2E1|E3|

2 + (E∗

1 )
2E3e

i∆k13z
]

= 0 (1)
(

i∂z − id13∂τ − 1
2k2(ω3)∂ττ

)

E3

+Γ(3)
ω3

[

E3|E3|
2 + 2E3|E1|

2 + 1
3E

3
1e

−i∆k13z
]

= 0 (2)

The harmonic phase mismatch is ∆k1m = k(ωm) −
mk(ω1), d13 = k1(ω1) − k1(ω3) the group-velocity mis-
match (GVM), km(ωj) ≡ dmk/dωm|ω=ωj

the dispersion
coefficients, k(ω) = n(ω)ω/c the wave number, and n(ω)
the linear refractive index. For simplicity higher-order

dispersion is neglected. Finally Γ
(3)
ωj = 3ωjχ

(3)/8cn(ωj),

making n2 = Γ
(3)
ω1

2/[ε0ω1n(ω1)] = 3χ(3)/[4ε0cn
2(ω1)]

the Kerr nonlinear index of the fundamental wave (FW).
Following [16], in the strong cascading limit,

∆k13L ≫ 1 (L is the interaction length) and no
pump depletion are assumed, so we can neglect third
harmonic (TH) self- and cross-phase modulation in
Eq. (2) and consider only the E3

1/3 term. The ansatz
E3,casc(z, τ) = e−i∆k13zψ3(τ) makes Eq. (2) a tem-
poral ODE. Neglecting dispersion for the moment

gives E3,casc(z, τ) = −e−i∆k13zE3
1(z, τ)Γ

(3)
ω3
/(3∆k13):

the TH is effectively slaved to the FW. When in-
serting this in Eq. (1) yields the nonlinear term

Γ
(3)
ω1
E1|E1|

2
[

1− |E1|
2Γ

(3)
ω1
/∆k13 + 2|E1|

4(Γ
(3)
ω1
/∆k13)

2
]

,
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Table 1. Material [1] and cascading nonlinearities at λ1 = 0.8 µm, p = 1 atm and T = 293 K. ∆k13 was calculated
using Sellmeier equations from [14], except for O2 [15]. All units are SI (i.e. [∆k13] = m−1, [n2] = m2/W etc.).

∆k13 n2 n4 n4,casc n6 n6,casc n8 n8,casc n10 n10,casc

Ar 442 1.0E-23 -3.6E-42 -1.8E-42 40E-59 0.2E-59 -17.2E-76 -3.0E-76 0.9E-93 2.0E-93
Air 482 1.2E-23 -15.0E-42 -2.3E-42 21E-59 0.8E-59 -8.0E-76 -1.8E-76 - 1.0E-93
O2 772 1.6E-23 -51.6E-42 -2.6E-42 48E-59 2.2E-59 -21.0E-76 -3.3E-76 - 2.2E-93
N2 501 1.1E-23 -5.3E-42 -1.9E-42 14E-59 0.3E-59 -4.4E-76 -1.0E-76 - 0.5E-93

where we used Γ
(3)
ω3
/3 ≃ Γ

(3)
ω1

and n(ω1)
n(ω3)

≃ 1. Con-

verting to intensity E1 →
√

2/ε0n(ω1)cA1 we get

(n2A1|A1|
2 + n4,cascA1|A1|

4 + n
(3)
6,cascA1|A1|

6)ω1/c.

Thus, the cascaded TH gives effective 5th and 7th order
self-action nonlinearities, where the 5th order term is

n4,casc ≡ −
n2
2

∆k13

ω1

c
(3)

This adds to the material quintic nonlinearity n4 so
n4,tot = n4 + n4,casc. In other words, when THG is in-
cluded in the description, χ(3) : χ(3) cascading leads to a
5th order HOKE contribution, and as Eq. (3) shows this
contribution is negative when ∆k13 > 0 (which is always
true in bulk materials pumped far from resonances).
As shown above, the cascaded TH gave also a higher-

order term n
(3)
6,casc, and another term, n

(5)
6,casc, appears

from the cascaded TH in the next order nonlinear FW
term (governed by n4), i.e. χ

(3) : χ(5) cascading. Thus

n
(3)
6,casc ≡

n3
2

n(ω3)∆k213

ω2
1

c2
, n

(5)
6,casc ≡ −

5n2n4

2∆k13

ω1

c
(4)

These add to the material septic nonlinearity n6

so n6,tot = n6 + n
(3)
6,casc + n

(5)
6,casc. The expressions

for the next orders are lengthy, but briefly in the
strong cascading limit the harmonic is reduced to
Em,casc ∝ −(∆k1m)−1Em

1 e
−i∆k1mz. Inserting these cas-

cading terms in the FW equation, which contains all har-
monic self- and cross-phase modulation terms, gives the
cascaded higher-order self-action nonlinear coefficients.
In this way we calculated HOKE contributions from

n2 to n10, and Table 1 shows the cascading terms up to
n10,casc for various gases at λ1 = 0.8 µm. We observe
that the cascading terms have similar strengths as the
material nonlinearities at that level. Secondly, the ∆k13
values for THG imply that the strong cascading limit
can be achieved with propagation lengths fractions of
a meter (the higher-order mismatches ∆k1m are always
larger than ∆k13, so they are less critical).
Figure 1(a) shows the impact of cascading at λ1 =

0.8 µm, where we plot the variation of the nonlinear re-
fractive index as a function of the light intensity for the
gases in Table 1. It is clear that the inclusion of the cas-
cading effect shifts the inversion intensity, where ∆n = 0,
to higher values. However, at longer pump wavelengths
the flattened gas dispersion enhances cascading. As a re-
sult the inversion intensity becomes smaller and depar-
tures from the ideal Kerr effect is observable already at
low intensities. In Fig. 1(b) the inversion intensities are
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Fig. 1. (Color online) (a) The nonlinear index change ∆n
vs. pump intensity for λ1 = 0.8 µm, based on data from
Table 1. Thin lines show the HOKE nonlinear satura-
tion [1], while the bold lines include cascading correc-
tions. Note that the calculations naturally give orders
beyond n10,casc shown in Table 1, and these are included
in the curves. (b) The inversion intensity of ∆n vs. pump
wavelength. The thin lines are the data from [1], while
the bold lines include cascading corrections. The nonlin-
ear coefficients are corrected for other wavelengths than
λ1 = 0.8 µm using the generalized Miller’s formula [17].

plotted vs. pump wavelength to summarize these trends.
Without cascading, only the slight wavelength scaling of
the nonlinearities is seen. When including cascading the
inversion intensity peaks in the near-IR, and is pushed
to become lower than without cascading at the begin-
ning of the mid-IR. The calculations are based on the
HOKE material nonlinearities from [1], but we found
similar results using the coefficients from [13] (seemingly,
the HOKE coefficients of [1] and [13] do not match, but
this is in part due to the large difference in the num-
ber of HOKE orders). Note that the diatomic gases (air,
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O2 and N2) also have fractional contributions from rota-
tional and vibrational Raman effects that contribute to
the overall observed nonlinearity as well, and this might
make it more difficult to observe effects of cascading.
The strong cascading limit [16] assumes that the co-

herence length lcoh = π/|∆k1m| is much smaller than the
interaction length L, expressed as ∆k1mL≫ 1, and also
much smaller that the characteristic nonlinear length,

expressed as ∆k1m/[Γ
(m)
ωm E

m−1
1,in ] ≫ 1. To lowest order no

pump depletion is found: E3,casc above Eq. (3) is just
phase modulated in z. Only ∆k1mL ≫ 1 is needed to
give a Kerr-like nonlinearity (∆n independent on z). For
∆k1mL ≃ 1 this no longer holds because to this next
order the cascaded harmonic becomes amplitude modu-
lated by zsinc(∆k1mz/2). This gives a modulation factor
1 − sinc(∆k1mL) on the cascading coefficient, resolving
the divergences at ∆k1m = 0 [see e.g. Eq. (3)] and giv-
ing as expected zero cascading for ∆k1m = 0. Despite
this, even small ∆k1mL values can give large cascading
nonlinearities if the weak pump depletion requirement is
relaxed, but since the cascading then grows in a step-like
manner [10] we cannot assign the cascading nonlinear co-
efficients as parameters.
The increased cascading contributions predicted at

longer wavelengths in Fig. 1(b) rely on reduced phase-
mismatch values. Thus, fulfilling ∆k13L ≫ 1 can be-
come problematic except for very long cells. Filamenta-
tion experiments will therefore make an ideal test bed
for cascading as they inherently use very long interac-
tion lengths, where the sinc-oscillations stabilize. Alter-
natively, a solution could be to increase the pressure:
the inversion intensity remains the same, but the phase
mismatch values increase and overall we find that the
cascading contributions to ∆n are enhanced.
The experiment determining the HOKE coefficients

[1] used L ≃ 1 mm [18] (the pump-probe interaction
length). Since the leading phase-mismatch values (see
Table 1) are around 1/mm or less, the cascading contri-
bution is reduced because the 1−sinc(∆k13L) term must
be applied. Specifically, we found that cascading correc-
tions to all HOKE terms for the various gases are within
the error bars of the measurements. Thus, the measured
values in [1] relate to the intrinsic material nonlinearity.
Even though cascading relies on a chain of up-

and down-conversion steps, it can be considered in-
stantaneous, much like an electronic Kerr nonlin-
earity: when dispersion is included, the cascading
term in frequency domain reads Ẽ3,casc(z,Ω) ∝
−∆k−1

13 F [E3
1(z, τ)]Rcasc(Ω) where F [·] denotes the

Fourier transform and Rcasc(Ω) = ∆k13/[k(Ω + ω3) −
k1(ω1)Ω − 3k(ω1)] is the cascading ”response” func-
tion [16]. Neglecting higher-order dispersion the crite-
rion d213 < 2k2(ω3)∆k13 approximately determines when
the cascading response is nonresonant and thus broad-
band [16]. We checked that this inequality is always ful-
filled, and moreover since octave-spanning bandwidths
are supported the corresponding temporal response of
the cascading is extremely fast [11].

In conclusion cascading in Kerr media from phase-
mismatched harmonic generation may significantly con-
tribute to the observed nonlinear index change in gases.
The calculations rely on the strong phase-mismatch
limit, and the lowest order contribution from n2, where
χ(3) : χ(3) cascading from a phase-mismatched third-
harmonic contributes to the n4 term, is always negative
and significant compared to the material nonlinearities.
For higher-order contributions similar conclusions were
drawn; such terms rely on including higher-order mate-
rial nonlinearities. At 800 nm the cascading from n2 and
higher-order coefficient (n4 up to n10) [1] delayed the
saturation point to higher intensities than what the ma-
terial nonlinearities dictate. This might explain why indi-
cations of saturation for near-IR filaments have been elu-
sive. Instead for longer (mid-IR) wavelengths, cascading
pushed the saturation point to lower intensities, which
will enhance saturation and possibly affect filamentation.
Acknowledgements: The Danish Council for Indepen-

dent Research projects 274-08-0479 and 11-106702.
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